
External Pupil Premium Review 
 
On 13th November 2017 Carly Waterman, a consultant employed by Optimus Education, 
completed a review of pupil premium support and provision at Farlingaye High School. The 
details of her processes and her report summary are shown below. In addition, a number of 
quotes from the full report have been added to illustrate the impression gained by Ms 
Waterman of provision and its development at Farlingaye.   
 
Evidence base for the report 
 
Documentation: 

- School Evaluation Form Oct 2017 
- School Improvement Plan 17/18 
- Pupil Premium spending strategy 
- Lesson observation proformas 
- Maths interactive notebooks 
- A range of student work (in lessons) 
- CPD programme 

 

Meetings / experiences: 

- Andy Sievewright, Headteacher 
- Claire Moran and Simon Lucking, Joint Leads for Science 
- Kerensa Carrick, Lead for English 
- Andrew Gemmell, Lead for Maths 
- Louise Gilmour, Deputy Headteacher 
- Dave Hall, Pupil Premium Co-ordinator 
- Laurinda Rudge, Assistant Headteacher 
- Six PP students (Year 7, Year 8, Year 10, 2 x Year 11 and Year 12) 
- Six teachers and their classes during a learning walk 

 

Summary 
 
Strengths 

- The ethos of the school allows all children to feel safe, confident and able to achieve.  
The strength of the ethos ensures that vulnerable students (whether by being 
disadvantaged or not) are cared for and supported to achieve their best.  Pupil 
Premium students benefit from being a part of this school. 

- There is an established approach to supporting pupil premium students that is 
successful because it is well matched to the school’s ethos.  Approaches are tailored 
to individuals and are anchored by very strong relationships. 

- There are a range of strategies, interventions and opportunities designed specifically 
for pupil premium students.  All strategies are logged and linked to spending. 

- The school has considered its approach to pupil premium students very carefully in 
light of 2017 outcomes and is undergoing a reflective and honest review of practices.  
This approach is indicative of the school’s commitment to improvement and self-
evaluation. 



- Pupil Premium students achieve well at Farlingaye High School.  Although 2017 
outcomes for pupil premium students were lower than the previous two years, and 
the gap widened from 2016, this does not indicate a trend.  On the contrary, the 
fluctuation mirrors an expected dip in outcomes for the 2017 cohort and was 
disproportionately affected by four outliers. 

- Students are comfortable being known as ‘pupil premium’ and express genuine 
gratitude to their school for being supportive.   

- The staff at the school are committed to providing the best education for all 
students. Staff operate with a strong sense of moral purpose and commitment to the 
school’s ethos. 

- The staff at the school go ‘the extra mile’ to ensure children are supported in a 
personalised, respectful and caring manner. 
 
 

Areas for development 

- Reassure staff about the moral purpose of focusing on PP in lessons, perhaps using 
student voice as support. 

- Consider a more strategic approach to Pupil Premium team meetings. 

- Revisit the quality first teaching priority in the School Improvement Plan to include 
intended impact on Pupil Premium students. 

- Consider having a pupil premium ‘champion’ in each department. 

- Teachers to view intervention as a core aspect of quality first teaching, not as an 
addition to it. 

- Revisit ‘barriers to learning’ to reduce variation in the quality of teaching and 
learning. 

- Build the capacity of middle leaders to be the drivers of school improvement, 
particularly with reference to the achievement of Pupil Premium students. 

- Streamline data for Pupil Premium on SIMS so that it is accessible to a wider 
audience and can be used meaningfully.  

- Consider early tailored curriculum routes for Pupil Premium students who present as 
risky in Year 7 and/or Year 8. 

- Use of Faculty Meetings to have solution-focused discussions about what we are 
doing/can do to boost the progress of Pupil Premium students. 

- Develop the CPD programme to ensure: 
1. It is more securely linked to the priorities in the SIP (ie QFT and 

PP) 
2. The focus is shifted to the long term impact of the CPD rather than 

the initial experience of the CPD. 
 

Key Quotes 
 
“One of the most surprising and unusual elements of this review was how comfortable 
students were with being known as ‘pupil premium’.  In my experience, this is very rare.  It is 
a testament to the ethos of the school, and the culture of care and support, that these 
students were able to say so confidently that they had never experienced bullying, 
discrimination or unkindness as a result of being pupil premium and that they were grateful 



for the support they, and their families, were given.  None of the students spoken to 
indicated that they saw themselves as disadvantaged.  Their perception was that they were 
privileged to be in receipt of this level of care, attention and support.” 
 
“The culture of attainment at Farlingaye is tangible and extends to all students. 

“In conversation with the Leads of English, Maths and Science and with senior leaders in 

charge of curriculum, pupil premium and inclusion it is very clear that staff at Farlingaye are 

completely focused on outcomes for individuals as opposed to being focused on 

implementing strategies.  Impressively, ‘outcomes’ are not described in mere numerical 

terms but in terms of life chances, character development, resilience and self-belief.” 

“Careful deployment of staff for intervention is a strategy that is well established at 
Farlingaye.  Intervention teachers know the students well and in many cases are the 
classroom teacher.” 

“Leadership and accountability for Pupil Premium at Farlingaye is shared amongst key 
personnel on the leadership team and middle leaders, particularly the leads for English, 
Maths and Science.  Leadership is responsive and aspirational.” 

“Middle leaders were able to tell me about their determination to make their subjects fun, 
accessible and enriching for all students.  They talked confidently about creativity, thinking 
skills, confidence building and life-long learning for all students. They described inventive 
curriculum models, innovative strategies for assessment and challenging subject content 
that stretch all students. The passion and commitment demonstrated by middle and senior 
leaders for all the children in the school is what makes Farlingaye a special, and in my view, 
outstanding school.”     

   
 


